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A B S T R A C T

Despite the wide availability of large motion databases, and recent advances in ex-
ploiting them to create tailored contents, artists still spend tremendous efforts in editing
and adapting existing character animations to new contexts. This motion editing prob-
lem is a well-addressed research topic. Yet only a few approaches have considered the
influence of the camera angle, and the resulting visual features it yields, as a mean to
control and warp a character animation. This paper proposes the design of viewpoint-
dependent motion warping units that perform subtle updates on animations through the
specification of visual motion features such as visibility, or spatial extent. We express
the problem as a specific case of visual servoing, where the warping of a given character
motion is regulated by a number of visual features to enforce. Results demonstrate the
relevance of the approach for different motion editing tasks and its potential to empower
virtual characters with attention-aware communication abilities.

© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction1

Numerous interactive applications, e.g. video games or Vir-2

tual Reality immersive simulations, rely on motion capture3

techniques to animate human characters thanks to the excel-4

lent trade-off they provide between computational budget and5

animation quality [9]. To extend the usability of such mo-6

tion captured animations beyond what was initially recorded, a7

long-standing objective in the field of computer animation is to8

design efficient techniques to edit motion clips, originally tak-9

ing inspiration from signal processing editing approaches [12].10

Motion editing techniques act on various features of anima-11

tion trajectories, e.g., blending similar motions to generate new12

ones [51], concatenating motion clips [6] or accounting for in-13
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teractions between characters during concatenation [52] . Mo- 14

tion style transfer has also been addressed [10], as well as ad- 15

justing kinematic constraints from geometric relationships in 16

changing environments [3, 23]. 17

This topic is a long-standing one – we voluntarily picked 18

some of the oldest and seminal papers – and a very large body 19

of literature can be found on each of the various facets of mo- 20

tion editing [29, 54]. It is however noticeable that existing tech- 21

niques rarely consider that human movement is often performed 22

in relation to an observer. This is particularly true when motion 23

is considered as a nonverbal communication channel [31]. In- 24

deed, in such communication tasks, humans control their move- 25

ments by fundamentally taking into account how it can be vi- 26

sually perceived by an observer. For instance, while waving at 27

someone – a typical voluntary nonverbal communication ges- 28

ture to attract attention – one makes sure his/her hand is visible 29

to this person, e.g. adjusting body orientation, waving ampli- 30

tude and speed to make the motion salient enough, as well as 31

moving his/her face and eyes to enable gaze contact and ensure 32

that attention is successfully attracted. This example clearly 33
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highlights the links between the kinematics of a motion and the1

visual features perceived by an observer. This notion of visual2

motion features are defined in relation with an observer’s point3

of view and Field of Vision (FoV). It covers features such as4

visibility and centrality of limbs, coverage of limbs and of their5

motion, generated optical flow, motion amplitude in the view6

plane, etc.7

As visual features of motions can be of prime importance,8

the objective of this paper is to devise a motion editing tech-9

nique that enables controlling visual motion features of a given10

character relatively to an observer. In other words, given a char-11

acter motion m, the corresponding set of visual features s as12

perceived by an observer, and the desired visual motion feature13

values s∗, we search for the warping operation w to synthesise14

the warped motion mw with the desired s∗ values. We view the15

relevance of our visual feature approach when animating char-16

acters in social interactions, or in immersive Virtual Reality ap-17

plications where characters are meant to adjust themselves to18

the users’ state in the virtual scene.19

Motions can be synthesised from the analysis of visual prop-20

erties. We see examples in animation, e.g. where images of21

the environment are exploited to generate character’s move-22

ments [14], as well as in robotics, e.g. where camera feedback23

can guide the kinematics’s properties of the motion of robotics’s24

limbs. Indeed, our approach is inspired by robotics visual ser-25

voing [15], a technique to control a robot’s motion based on26

visual sensor feedback, e.g. a camera. In analogy with visual27

servoing, we want to control a character motion with respect to28

an observer position. Following this analogy, our motion warp-29

ing goal is formulated as a visual task, i.e. to reach s∗. Unlike30

previous approaches where motion editing goals generally rely31

on the kinematic properties of the motion, we directly set the32

visual properties we want for the edited motion. However, a33

major difference with visual servoing solutions is that we want34

to perform motion warping, not full motion control.35

Our main contribution is a new visually driven motion editing36

framework that enables to manipulate the visual features of an37

existing motion through an observer’s viewpoint. We believe38

that such visual editing techniques will help enhanced aware-39

ness and reactivity in interactive virtual agents, thus we present40

a user study in Virtual Reality where we demonstrate the advan-41

tages of our approach compared to a standard technique. Addi-42

tionally, we will present a set of use cases to illustrate how our43

technique can adapt existing content (motion capture) to new44

contexts, and may empower virtual agents with the ability to45

capture attention.46

2. State of the art47

In the large body of literature about motion capture edit-48

ing, our work falls in this category of solutions that can syn-49

thesise, control or adjust data-driven character animations on50

the fly. Different editing aspects were explored in the field51

such as concatenating new motion sequences from differently52

ordered ones, e.g. motion graphs, motion fields or motion53

matching techniques [5, 44, 3, 43, 45, 34], interpolating ex-54

ample motions of the same kind to control some kinematic55

features [51, 42, 48], performing temporal adjustments of mo- 56

tion (e.g. time-warping to align motions before transiting or 57

blending) [6, 24, 1, 57, 53], retargeting motions to new char- 58

acters of various morphology [25, 17, 55], satisfying kine- 59

matic constraints when played in new environments (e.g. con- 60

tact displacement) [56, 44, 32, 2], performing stylistic varia- 61

tions [10], maintaining physical interactions between characters 62

while editing [52, 38, 46]. 63

Even though all these solutions would play on character mo- 64

tion properties and on their visual properties, we are not aware 65

of existing work trying to directly provide control over visual 66

motion features as we aim to do. The closest contributions 67

mainly propose through-the-lens techniques, with which trajec- 68

tories in the image space, such as hand-drawn sketches [28] 69

or spatial-temporal constraints [18], enable the control of kine- 70

matic chains. A similar sketch-based approach was proposed 71

to warp existing animations using motion trails [16]. Solutions 72

rely on constrained optimisation, minimizing a projected dif- 73

ference with the input sketches, while respecting the original 74

animation and disambiguating depth. The perceptual effect of 75

edited animations was also explored to assess the loss in ani- 76

mation quality [4]. Some works in virtual cinematography [37] 77

study the complementary problem of optimizing the point of 78

vision of a virtual scene to respect visual constraints over the 79

motion of the virtual actors. 80

Establishing relations between motion variables and motion 81

visual features can however be an interesting solution in the 82

frame of nonverbal communication situations where vision is a 83

major perception channel. Nonverbal communication refers to 84

all modes of communication that do not use speech. This in- 85

cludes facial expression, para-linguistic, proxemics and touch, 86

as well as body gestures and postures [30]. During social in- 87

teractions, a continuous exchange of such signals is possible, 88

mainly because people are able to see each other [13]. This 89

means that the interpretation of social signals involving a mu- 90

tual interaction between the observer and the other(s) person(s) 91

should be expressed in the reference frame of the observer, 92

namely his/her FoV. This visual perception for social interac- 93

tion then enables to infer on a person’s intention [8, 41], per- 94

sonality [47], as well as emotions [19, 50]. 95

In this context, authors have proposed several approaches to 96

provide animated characters with personality or emotion, such 97

as Durupinar et al. . [21] who used Laban Motion Analysis, or 98

Randhavane et al. [49] who played on the kinematic parameters 99

of gait and gaze. Elaborate solutions for style transfer were also 100

proposed [33], where style can encompass aspects of personal- 101

ity or emotional state. But, it is important to note that these 102

methods are not designed to express these features in relation 103

to the FoV of the observer. A visual-optimization approach is 104

however presented by Huang and Kallmann [36], where char- 105

acter motion, posture and location are synthesised in relation 106

to an observer. Despite presenting a comprehensive framework 107

and sharing similar motivation than our approach, their work is 108

however limited to a set of predefined actions and only con- 109

siders visibility constraints for character placement. We be- 110

lieve that our approach extends this character-observer relation 111

to general motions and directly links posture adaptation with 112
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vision-based features.1

To conclude, to our knowledge, there is no previous attempt2

to link low-level motion control variables to perceived visual3

features with the intent to control them, which is the objective4

set for our work.5

3. Method6

In this Section, we describe the mathematical formulation of7

our approach. Section 3.1 introduces the main concepts, Sec-8

tion 3.2 presents the different visual motion features we con-9

sider when warping the animations, Section 3.3 details the de-10

sign of our warping operators, and Section 3.4 explains the reg-11

ulation of the visual motion features using our warping opera-12

tors.13

3.1. Overview14

The aim of our approach is to provide designers or interac-15

tive applications with a warping controller that adjusts a char-16

acter animation using view-dependent visual motion features.17

The input of our system is (i) an animated character, (ii) a set of18

designer-specified visual motion features to fulfill (e.g. visual19

coverage, vertical extension), and (iii) a camera angle or tra-20

jectory that views the character in its environment. Our system21

adjusts the character animation on a per-frame basis by satis-22

fying user-defined visual motion features in an inverse design23

approach, from features to parameters.24

Technically, we propose to express the problem as a specific25

instance of the eye-to-hand visual servoing principle [20] in26

which a camera, fixed or animated in the world, observes the27

motion of one or multiple kinematic chains. Rather than driv-28

ing the velocity of kinematic chains from on-screen velocities29

– as implemented in traditional visual servoing tasks [22] or30

with through-the-lens control [26], our objective is to develop31

a control law that updates velocities in the kinematic chain by32

regulating the difference between globally measured visual mo-33

tion features and expected ones in the 2D camera space. This34

requires the design of (i) estimators that are able to measure35

the values of the expected visual motion features from the given36

camera, (ii) warping units that alter the parameters of the kine-37

matic chains, and (iii) a control loop that exploits the difference38

between estimated and expected features to drive the warping39

operators. Our overall approach is described in Figure 1.40

3.2. Estimators of visual motion features41

The perceptual mechanisms by which humans look at, read,42

and understand images are well studied nowadays. Typical fea-43

tures such as chrominance, contrast and motion in the spectator44

field of view are well-known bottom-up key factors that influ-45

ence audience attention. Attention is also driven by a number46

of top-down factors such as object semantics (faces draw strong47

attention), cultural background, and tasks to perform [39].48

With this in mind, we propose estimators to measure visual49

motion features, that are computational characteristics designed50

to measure how well the motion of a character is perceived51

from an observer’s viewpoint. Moreover, these features rep-52

resent here a proxy for visual attention. As such, they provide a53

view-dependent metric influenced by the character motion, the 54

lighting in the scene and by potential occluders, and therefore 55

provide a mean to control the amount of perceived motion in 56

screen space. 57

For a given time frame t, we express the visual motion fea-
tures as a time dependent vector st:

st = [s1(t), ..., sV (t)]T = s(m(t), q(t),Ω(t)) (1)

where si(t) is a function of a) the character pose specified by 58

m(t), b) the observer pose specified as a camera pose q(t), and 59

c) the state of the environment Ω(t) that accounts for the rest 60

of the scene, notably any lights and geometries that may affect 61

the visibility of the virtual agent from the observer viewpoint. 62

The function s(m(t), q(t),Ω(t)) performs the scene and charac- 63

ter rendering from the given camera, and computes the visual 64

motion features. 65

Visual motion features:. In this work we consider the following 66

features: 67

• apparent static coverage measures how much of a charac- 68

ter’s projected image is perceived in a frame (accounting 69

for visibility and lighting); 70

• apparent static extension measures the horizontal occu- 71

pancy (resp. vertical occupancy) as a ratio between the 72

left-most and right-most pixels (resp. bottom-most and 73

top-most) of the character on the screen width (resp. 74

height), also accounting for visibility and lighting. 75

• apparent motion coverage measures how much of a char- 76

acter’s motion from one frame to another is perceived in 77

the image; 78

Likewise, designers are free to define and use additional visual 79

motion features for their own application, at the condition that 80

these can be represented as scalar values. 81

In practice, visual motion features are computed through 82

hardware rendering and straightforward image analysis. At 83

each time step, a frame is rendered from the observer’s view- 84

point and only the perceived pixels of the virtual agent are kept. 85

A pixel is considered as perceived if it is not occluded, or if its 86

luminance is under a given threshold (e.g. in a shaded or dark 87

area). Visual motion features are estimated through pixel oper- 88

ations such as counting or comparing coordinates and distances 89

in the image space. 90

Semantic layers on body representations. Sub-meshes of vir- 91

tual characters are tagged so as to identify specific parts (face, 92

arms, chest, legs, inside of hands). This enables us to arbitrar- 93

ily activate or deactivate body parts according to the performed 94

motion, e.g. to focus and render only the waving hand in a wav- 95

ing character case. In addition, rigid objects can be attached to 96

the skeletal joints and visual motion features can be computed 97

on them (e.g. an additional piece of clothing or holding a sheet 98

of paper). 99
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Fig. 1. Overview of our approach. From an input sequence of a character animation, we first estimate different visual motion features on the current
pose, considering the environment, the observer’s viewpoint, and a visual target (blue). Then, multiple plausible motion modifications are computed
manipulating warping units (yellow), and the ones that minimise the visual error between the current state and the target are applied to the output motion.
This process is repeated for the whole motion over a control loop (red).

3.3. Motion warping units1

We first rely on a classical skeletal structure with joints using
a tree of kinematic chains. An animation of the skeletal struc-
ture is defined as a set of keyframes along with an interpolation
technique. We can thus define a function m(t) that computes the
current pose of the character at time t, expressed as a vector of
the degrees of freedoms of the characters joints denoted θt:

θt = [θ0, .., θK]T = m(t) (2)

where K represents the number of degrees of freedom of the2

skeletal structure. Rather than regulating visual features by con-3

trolling simultaneously the whole vector θ of joints of a charac-4

ter (which may create unexpected or unrealistic changes in the5

body poses), we propose to define specific groups of joints in6

the skeletal representation and define these as motion warping7

units. These groups are defined to provide a localised control8

on a character (e.g. only the spine, only the arms, only the head9

plus shoulders), which is a classical approach when designers10

need to locally warp motions without impacting the whole body11

(see Table 1). Furthermore, we design our motion warping units12

in a parameterised way that maintains the coupling between pa-13

rameters of the kinematic chain by using a linear combination14

given a warping factor. This enables small warpings on the an-15

imations without loosing the nature of the motion.16

Our motion warping unit is therefore defined as a function
ωk(ω, t) that, given a scalar displacement value ω, computes a
sparse pose offset vector at time t affecting only the joint an-
gles in the warping unit. For a given warping unit, the derived
pose offset vector is added to the current pose m(t) to generate
the warped animation. The index k represents the k-th warping
unit, and ωk(ω, t) yields a vector of size K with a zero-value
for the degrees of freedom that are not offsetted. Our motion
warping unit defines a pose offset vector in which each offset is
a weighted linear combination of ω:

∆θ = ωk(ω, t) = [wk
0ω, ..,w

k
Kω]T (3)

The scalar value wk
i is a weighting constant specific to a given 17

warping unit k and degree of freedom i of the kinematic chain 18

and can be viewed as a stiffness coefficient, traditionally used 19

when manipulating inverse kinematic chains. The linear com- 20

bination with ω ensures a coupling in the offset computation 21

of animation parameters. The corresponding value ∆θi repre- 22

sents the i-th kinematic angle offset computed by the warping 23

operator. 24

Each motion warping unit therefore computes a pose offset
vector ∆θi, and all offset vectors are aggregated on the current
character pose to create the warped motion (see Equation 4).
The magnitude and direction of the computed offset vectors are
driven by a vector [ω1, .., ωk]T of warping unit parameters, the
value of which is computed by the visual servoing task (see Sec-
tion 3.4). The overall warped parameters mw(t) of the animation
at each time t are given by:

mw(t) = m(t) +
W∑

k=0

ωk(ω, t) (4)

3.4. Driving warping units through visual motion features 25

Our objective is to compute the optimal set of warping unit 26

parameters ω at each time t of the animation from a given set 27

of desired visual motion features st, through a control loop. 28

We first express the relation st = ft(ω) where ft computes the 29

estimation of visual motion features. As a direct relationship 30

between st and ω exists, our goal is to solve this equation to 31

obtain ω from st. Due to the strong non-linearity of the re- 32

lation between visual motion features and kinematic parame- 33

ters, a classical approach is to study the problem in the velocity 34

space. 35

Given this set of visual motion features st that depend both 36

on a camera viewpoint at time t and a set of warping unit pa- 37

rameters ω, the differential ṡt expresses how the variations in 38

the visual features are related to the camera and the character 39

animations. 40
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Introduction on visual servoing. As defined, this problem is a
specific case of a eye-to-hand visual servoing problem where a
specified velocity in the image space of a fixed camera looking
at a kinematic chain is used to drive its degrees of freedom [22].
This visual servoing relation is generally defined as:

ṡt = LsVn Jn(θ)θ̇ +
δs
δt

where Jn(θ) is the Jacobian of the kinematic chain, Vn the kine-1

matic tensor transformation from the camera to the character,2

Ls the interaction matrix, and δs
δt describes the variations of s3

caused by a movement of the camera (n represents the number4

of degrees of freedom of the kinematic chain). This relation de-5

fines the correlation between the variation in visual motion fea-6

tures and the variations in degrees of freedom of the kinematic7

chain. We rely on this formulation to express our problem in8

terms of the warping unit parameters ω̇.9

ṡt = J sω̇ +
δs
δt

Jacobian computation using finite differences. Each element of
the Jacobian matrix J s encodes a partial derivative of visual
motion features values (s) over each warping unit feature (ω):

J s =

(
δsq

δωk

)
q,k
, q ∈ [0..V], k ∈ [0..W] (5)

where V is the total number of visual motion features and W10

is the total number of warping units. A forward evaluation en-11

ables us to compute a variation in visual motion features ∆s12

from a variation in degrees of freedom ∆θ (for small enough13

variations):14

∆s = J s∆θ (6)

To solve the problem, we therefore reverse Equation 6 by
approximating J−1 using a damped least square method, and
we obtain the variation of degree of freedom, that we expressed
as variation on ω (linear combination of θ, see Section 3.3).

∆ω = J−1∆s (7)

The input vector ∆s is classically computed as the difference
between the expected features and the measured features e =
s∗ − st and capped with a maximum threshold:

∆s =
{

e i f ∥e∥ ≤ DS max

DS max
e
∥e∥ otherwise (8)

In practice the computation of the Jacobian J s at any time t15

requires to evaluate each visual motion feature for each 2 ∗ W16

variation of warping unit parameters. This is performed using17

finite differences, where variations in the agent motion need to18

be rendered to assess visual features.19

We finally build the Jacobian matrix J s as:20

J s =

 sω
+
k

q − sω
−
k

q

2ωk


q,k,t

(9)

We then estimate the inverted Jacobian, and use it to ex- 21

tract the warping direction ∆ω (see Equation 7). An additional 22

clamping is applied to the obtained vector to smooth the final 23

motion modification. Finally, the new warped motion is com- 24

puted using Equation 4. Implementation details and the setting 25

of the expected feature s∗, for different case studies, are de- 26

tailed in the following section followed by a user evaluation 27

performed using Virtual Reality. 28

4. Results 29

We demonstrate our method over three case studies, with one 30

virtual agent acting in front of one observer. We focus on upper- 31

body nonverbal communication mainly using head, torso, arm 32

and hand body parts, although the proposed method is suitable 33

to control any body limb. Of environment conditions and re- 34

lated visual targets, we explore: i) the influence of changes in 35

the observer’s viewpoint, ii) the influence of occlusion or light- 36

ing conditions, and iii) the potential exaggeration of extraverted 37

traits of a motion. Our accompanied video provides additional 38

examples. Results and performances are discussed in this sec- 39

tion, the method is more generally discussed in Section 6. 40

4.1. Implementation 41

We implemented our technique using Unreal Engine. The 42

approach runs at interactive frame-rates (>30fps on a computer 43

equipped with an Intel Core i7-9850H CPU @ 2.60GHz, 32GB 44

of RAM, Nvidia Quadro T2000) and can be used in interac- 45

tive and non-interactive contexts. Estimators (see Section 3.2) 46

were implemented using shaders, while the visual motion fea- 47

ture vector was computed through multiple rendering passes. 48

The warping operators were built above Unreal control rigs 49

(see Section 3.3) which provide a direct access to the degrees 50

of freedom of the skeletal structure of animated characters. Our 51

virtual agent is based on a Meta-humans model. The baseline 52

motions (unwarped) were either recorded using a motion cap- 53

ture system (Xsens suit) or taken from a public database (Mix- 54

amo). During the execution, the control loop (see Section 3.4) 55

generates (2 ∗W) + 1 copies of the virtual agent, at each frame, 56

from the observer point of view: 1 copy is used as a reference 57

(unwarped motion) for visual motion features evaluation and 58

for the target definition, whilst the 2W others are used to com- 59

pute J s by rendering warped motions, for each of the W warp- 60

ing units, in both warping directions. 61

To encode the different adapting behaviours, the designer first 62

needs to decide the relevant body parts on which visual motion 63

features are computed, then select the subset of these features to 64

control. For each visual motion feature the designer can specify 65

the magnitude and direction of its change over time, relative to 66

the current value or to an absolute visual target. The magnitude 67

affects mostly the responsiveness, and the direction defines the 68

sign of the adaptation. Both values define the final visual target 69

s∗ (see Section 3.4). Consequently the designer needs to choose 70

the set of active warping units, i.e. parts of the body which 71

animations will be warped (see Table 1). We will describe and 72

justify these choices in each example. 73
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Fig. 2. Results from our three use-cases, displayed from the point of vision of the observer. Character parts/objects on which the estimation of visual
features is performed are highlighted. On the left (cases 1.1 and 1.2), we study the influence of viewpoint changes for a character with and without an
object. The desired visual feature consisted in increasing the visual coverage. In the middle (cases 2.1 and 2.2), we study the influence of solid and sparse
occluders. Visual coverage was also used as the regulating visual motion feature. On the right (case 3) we explore how extraverted effects can be created
by applying upper body warping units, and regulating their apparent vertical and horizontal extension. In the picture, the amplitude of the gesture of the
warped character is wider with respect to the original non-warped one, making it feel more extraverted.

Joint Movement

Spine
Bend forward-backward
Bend left-right
Rot. vertical axis

Neck-head
Bend forward-backward
Bend left-right
Rot. vertical axis

Shoulders
Flexion-extension
Abduction-adduction
Medial-lateral rot.

Elbow
Flexion-extension
Rotation on its axis

Wrist
Flexion-extension
Ulnar-radial deviation
Supination-pronation

Table 1. Defined pose warping units for upper-body motions. The last three
are independent for each arm.

4.2. Case studies1

Case 1 - viewpoint changes. The purpose of this first study is to2

experiment the influence of viewpoint change on the animations3

to edit.4

Scenario 1.1: In this scenario, the virtual agent aims at catch-5

ing the attention of the observer while performing a two-hand6

waving motion. We recorded the baseline motion assuming that7

the agent was facing the observer. The objective is to modify8

this motion for a different camera angle, in a way that the agent9

better captures the observer’s attention according to his/her po-10

sition. We performed the visual evaluation with the face and the11

waving hands as body parts linked to the visual target. We se-12

lected visual coverage as the visual motion feature and specified13

a value to maximise frontal visual appearance. Also, when po-14

sitioning the observer at different distances from the camera, we15

used the control of the apparent horizontal extension to adapt 16

the waving amplitude. The warping units related to the agent’s 17

spine, neck and arms were selected since they affect the waving 18

motion of both hands. 19

Scenario 1.2: Here, the virtual agent shows to the observer 20

an object held in its right hand. Again, our baseline animation 21

was recorded with the observer facing the agent. The challenge 22

is to adapt arm and hand motions to the observer’s point of view 23

in such a way that the object shown appears in the center of the 24

observer’s FoV. Regarding the relevant limbs related to the vi- 25

sual target evaluation, we selected the head and the additional 26

external object (a tablet) held in the hand. Similarly to the previ- 27

ous scenario, we aimed for an increment of the visual coverage 28

of the face and the tablet screen to maximise their visual ap- 29

pearance. The selected warping units were the ones related to 30

the spine, neck and right arm of the agent since the motion was 31

performed with this arm only. 32

Informal analysis: Scenarios 1.1 and 1.2 are illustrated in 33

Figure 2 left. They were tested with different viewpoint param- 34

eters, namely, position, orientation, static/dynamic motions (see 35

also our companion video). Results show that our approach 36

successfully adjusts motions to changing viewpoints. Indeed, 37

the first scenario demonstrates how the waving amplitude ad- 38

justs according to the observer’s distance. In the second sce- 39

nario we show how a unitary motion could be rapidly warped, 40

to fit the duration of the action, with the same target of main- 41

taining the visibility of a relevant object shown in the observer’s 42

FoV. We also show that our approach allows for the control of 43

multiple limbs by generating subtle variations on a motion with- 44

out affecting its original purpose. One could argue that similar 45

results, especially Scenario 1.2, could be replicated using an 46

inverse kinematics (IK) approach. This is only partly true, as 47

our approach based on visual motion features also integrates 48

environmental conditions such as lighting or scene layout (e.g. 49

bring an object in front of someone, in light) with the exact 50

same setting. 51
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Fig. 3. Average computation time for three main parts of our technique, depending on the selected number of warping units. Left: time to compute the
variations of visual feature values. Middle: time to compute the visual target in relation with the current visual feature values. Right: time to invert the
Jacobian matrix. Results consider either one (blue) or four (orange) active apparent visual features.

Case 2 - occlusion/visibility. In this case study we aim at ex-1

ploring through two scenarios the warping of agent limb mo-2

tions to ensure proper visibility from the observer’s viewpoint.3

Scenario 2.1: In the first scenario, we recorded a one-hand4

waving motion, fully visible to a facing observer. The objective5

is to adapt this motion to improve its visibility by accounting6

for environment effects – occluding or partially occluding the7

animation. We considered as relevant limbs the ones that usu-8

ally help capturing the observer’s attention at a distance i.e. the9

waving hand, the face and the upper torso. For the same reason,10

the visual coverage was selected as the active visual motion fea-11

ture. In this case, an increment of this feature for the hand, face12

and upper torso would improve the perceived visibility of the13

motion. The selected warping units influenced the spine, the14

right arm and hand.15

Scenario 2.2: Here, our agent tries to hide from the observer;16

to achieve this, we captured a crouching motion as if someone17

was hiding behind an object, and used it for the original anima-18

tion. The objective here was to adapt the motion to make the19

agent less visible from the observer’s viewpoint by hiding be-20

hind occluders. A decrement on visual coverage (the selected21

visual motion feature) was selected as target. Finally, we also22

tried to simultaneously increment the perceived visual coverage23

of a specific limb while hiding the rest, e.g. maintaining eyes24

visible. We selected as warping units those related to the spine25

and the neck, and as relevant limbs all the upper body ones.26

Informal analysis: Scenarios 2.1 and 2.2 are illustrated in27

Figure 2 center. These scenarios test different visibility param-28

eters: static/dynamic occluders, static/dynamic lighting, differ-29

ent kinds of obstacles (see also our companion video). Results30

show that our method successfully adapts motions to visibility31

conditions and targets. Indeed, scenario 2.1 demonstrates how a32

waving motion initially recorded in a clear view situation facing33

a frontal observer can be adapted in other visibility conditions,34

by bending and adjusting the configuration of the arm towards35

a space where it was more visible. Scenario 2.2 shows how a36

crouching motion can be adapted to increase its hiding purpose,37

and we also show that our method enables combining this pur-38

pose with additional minor behaviours such as maintaining the39

top of the head visible. Such results demonstrate the advantage40

of our visual approach for these kinds of situations, by enhanc-41

ing and adapting motions in different visibility conditions.42

Case 3 - expressivity. Here, our aim is to experiment how vi-43

sual features could be exploited to control the expressivity of a44

motion with our approach. For the current example, we aim at 45

influencing extraversion, one of the Big Five traits of personal- 46

ity [27]. This trait describes someone who typically captures the 47

attention of an observer, is enthusiastic, energetic and sociable. 48

In this scenario, the virtual agent is performing communica- 49

tion gestures as if it was talking. For the original animation we 50

motion captured an actor conversing with the experimenter in a 51

neutral way. The objective here is to adapt the arm and the hand 52

motions to tune the trait extraversion of the agent, taking into 53

account the observer’s viewpoint. We selected warping units 54

related to the head, elbow, shoulders, arms and hands, and the 55

selected limbs were arms and hands. Visual coverage, apparent 56

vertical and horizontal extensions were selected for the visual 57

motion features. The visual target was then to increase/decrease 58

both extensions to make the agent appear more/less extraverted. 59

Indeed, Neff et al. [47] described several modifications to the 60

character’s gestures with a perceptual effect of creating an ex- 61

traverted personality – by increasing spatial scale of the strokes, 62

elbow rotations outwards (arm swivel) and increasing the shoul- 63

der raise. On the opposite, by decreasing the same character- 64

istics, we define an introvert personality, additionally, for this 65

case, we have controlled Visual coverage of the head to control 66

the head posture. 67

Informal analysis: Scenario 3 is illustrated in Figure 2 right 68

(see also our companion video). In this case study, we show 69

that our method can modify gestures in similar ways than pre- 70

vious studies [47], which should also modify the perceived ex- 71

traversion of the character. 72

4.3. Performances 73

To objectively evaluate the computational load of our ap- 74

proach, we also present some information about the computa- 75

tional resources required for the application of our method. 76

The core computation runs on a dedicated thread at a fre- 77

quency set between 3 Hz and 5 Hz, according to the selected 78

parameters (e.g. warping units and visual features number). 79

This thread is provided with the rendered scene and variations 80

and outputs the warping parameters for the virtual character. At 81

each frame, the separated rendering thread updates the posture 82

of the character following the warping result. 83

Figure 3 shows the effects of the number of selected warp- 84

ing units (horizontal axis) and apparent visual features (blue 85

and orange curves) on computation time. Values were cap- 86

tured on a machine equipped with Intel Core i7-9850H CPU 87
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@ 2.60GHz, 32GB of RAM, Nvidia Quadro T2000. Warping1

units size has a stronger impact on performance for the compu-2

tation of variations (order of magnitude 102ms in Figure 3 left),3

due to the need of generating and evaluating each variation of4

each warping unit. Nevertheless, the computation time is im-5

pacted linearly with the size of warping units. However, this6

heavy computation also further justifies the definition of warp-7

ing units as a summary of the structure’s degrees of freedoms,8

instead of computing variations on individual joints separately.9

On the other hand, the computation of the visual feature’s level10

of the character, and the consequent target’s definition (Figure 311

center), depends only on the number of the active apparent vi-12

sual features. Finally, we show that the time to invert the Jaco-13

bian depends linearly on its dimensions V:W - number of visual14

features per number of warping units - and has minor impact15

on computation time (order of magnitude 10−1ms on Figure 316

right). In the presented implementation, the maximum possible17

size for the Jacobian matrix is 4:22, but none of the presented18

case required more then half of this dimensions.19

5. Evaluation20

Since our main objective is to design reactive virtual humans21

who are able to interact and initiate an interaction with users, we22

designed an experiment in VR, where a virtual agent attempts23

to catch the user’s attention by waving at him/her (similarly to24

case 1 and 2 from Section 4.2). In such a scenario, we aim25

at evaluating whether participants are able to detect if a wav-26

ing motion is directed towards them or towards another agent.27

We also compare our technique to a standard approach based28

on orientating the root of the character. We hypothesize that29

our technique will outperform the simpler approach, showing30

higher a success rate to detect the target of the waving motion,31

as well as maintaining or increasing the naturalness of the in-32

teraction.33

5.1. Procedure34

Sixteen unpaid participants, volunteered to the experiment35

(3F, 13M; age: avg=25 ± 3, min=20, max=30). They were all36

naive to the purpose of the experiment, had normal or corrected-37

to-normal vision, and gave written and informed consent. The38

study conformed to the declaration of Helsinki, and was ap-39

proved by the local ethical committee (*LEFT BLIND FOR40

REVIEW*). Participants were first asked to read and fill up41

a consent form. They were equipped with a HTC-vive’s head-42

set, headphones and two controllers. The experiment was per-43

formed in a standing position and participants were able to take44

a break between each trial if needed. The evaluation takes place45

in a virtual office, as presented in Figure 4. The participant is46

spawned in a line of virtual customers, who are waiting to be47

called by one of the virtual office clerks, using a waving mo-48

tion of the hand. In total there are three clerks, each one sitting49

behind a desk. In between the customers and the clerks there50

are additional agents and static objects that occlude the view of51

some of the clerks.52

The participant stands in one of the three central positions53

of the customers group, and is exposed to one of the following54

Fig. 4. The disposition of the agents in the virtual scene: starting from the
bottom (green circles) the position of five customers, including the three
(filled green circles) where the participant could be spawned. In the middle
(highlighted in white) is the main area of visual occlusion, composed of
objects and virtual agents. On the top: the three desks, each with a virtual
employee (blue squares). Yellow, orange and red lines denote the degree
of partial occlusion in the combined view direction between customers and
clerks (yellow for low degree of occlusion, orange for medium, and red for
high).

interactive situations: one of the employee waves in 3 possible 55

directions: the participant (i), one of the other virtual customers 56

to the left (ii) or to the right (iii) of the participant. The motion 57

of the employee is animated using two techniques: a straight- 58

forward orientation of the whole body of the agent towards the 59

target (SF adaptation), and our technique (visualWarping) pa- 60

rameterized with an increment in the apparent visual coverage 61

of the head and the waving hand, using all the warping units 62

affecting its two limbs. Additionally, for both techniques, we 63

implemented the same gaze controller to orient the eyes of the 64

agent towards the selected customer. In total, participants per- 65

formed 2 training trials and 54 experimental trials presented in a 66

randomized order (2 techniques × 3 directions × 9 repetitions). 67

After each trial, participants were asked to: (i) answer the fol- 68

lowing question “According to you, to whom was the interac- 69

tion directed towards?” with the possibility of selecting one of 70

the customer’s position, including their own, and (ii) to rate the 71

level of realism of the interaction on a scale from 1 (low) and 9 72

(high). 73

At the end of the experiment, we also collected answers us- 74

ing a post-experiment questionnaire composed of questions re- 75

lated to demographics (gender, age and familiarity with VR), 76

the strategy used (“What strategies did you use to identify to 77

whom the interaction in the VR experience was directed to?”) 78

as well as self-reported free comments. 79

5.2. Analysis 80

For each participant and each condition, we computed the 81

answer accuracy (i.e., the ratio of correct answers across repe- 82

titions), as well as the level of realism (the average level across 83

repetitions). To evaluate the effect of the technique while con- 84

sidering the effect of the interaction direction of the waving mo- 85

tion, we conducted a two-way repeated measures Aligned Rank 86

Transform (ART) Anova. When relevant, we performed Tukey 87
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post hoc pairwise comparisons. Statistics were performed us-1

ing R and the level of significance was set to 0.05. Results are2

presented using mean±SD.3

5.3. Results4

Results showed a significant main effect of the technique5

on accuracy answers (F(1,15)=7.09, p=0.017, η2
p=0.32), with6

better accuracy with visualWarping (0.67±0.2) than with SF7

adaptation technique (0.59±0.25), as illustrated in Figure 5,8

left. There was also a main effect of interaction direction9

(F(2,30)=18.92, p<0.001, η2
p=0.356), where participants were10

less accurate when the virtual human was interacting to the right11

of the participants (Figure 5, right).12

Fig. 5. Main effects of the Technique and Interaction direction on partici-
pants’ answer accuracy.

There were no significant interaction effect (F(2,30)=2.19,13

p=0.12), but, as illustrated in Figure 6, there is a tendency for14

our method to be more efficient than SF Adaptation in direct15

and right relative interaction direction.16

Fig. 6. Participants’ answers accuracy depending on the technique and in-
teraction direction.

Regarding the perceived level of realism, results showed only17

a main effect of the interaction direction (F(30,2)=3.97, p=0.03,18

η2
p=0.21), with a lower realism when the virtual human is inter-19

acting to the right than towards the participant (Cf. Figure 7).20

5.4. Discussion21

Overall, the presented results highlight the impact that22

vision-based editing techniques might have on human-agent in-23

teraction in Virtual Reality. Even though we have not detected24

Fig. 7. Main effect of interaction direction on the perceived realism.

a relevant improvement in the perceived realism of the interac- 25

tion, meaning that participants rated our edited interaction as 26

realistic as the oriented one, we have observed a pertinent in- 27

crease in the accuracy, thus participants could interpret easily 28

the agent’s aim when adapted with our technique. In apparent 29

contrast with the current discussion, 100% of the participants 30

mention eye’s behaviour as one of the main and sometime the 31

only (25%) feature used to identify the interaction’s target. In 32

fact this is not surprising, and even though eyes play a crucial 33

role in user-agent interaction [7, 40], they are not always reli- 34

able, especially in situations when the proximity between the 35

potential targets is narrow, or the eyes are not clearly visible 36

(e.g. when the agent is far or not oriented towards the player). 37

Hence, the results suggest that our technique can control body 38

non-verbal communication, mentioned as secondary or primary 39

feature in 75% of the answers, to enhance the interpretation of 40

the waving orientation. 41

Moreover, it is important to discuss the disproportion we ob- 42

tained between different relative directions of the target, for 43

both techniques. We believe that this effect is caused by the 44

design of the scene. Indeed, the right-most customers positions 45

present, in general, a higher degree of occlusion relative to the 46

clerks’ desks, than the lefts ones (see Figure 4). Under this cir- 47

cumstance, we have reported a negative effect in realism and 48

accuracy, for the relative right targets, which is partially miti- 49

gated in the accuracy by our technique. 50

6. Discussion and Conclusion 51

This paper proposes a motion warping technique that enables 52

linking low-level motion variables with FoV-dependent visual 53

motion features. Our results show that our approach is effec- 54

tive and applies to various cases, such as adjusting motions to 55

changes in an observer’s position, environment or lighting con- 56

ditions. We also believe that this technique can be exploited to 57

influence the expressions conveyed by animations (e.g. intro vs. 58

extraversion) thereby helping designers to fine-tune the person- 59

alities of their characters or having virtual characters adapt their 60

non-verbal communication towards observers (or avatars). Our 61

proof of concept and the user experimentation in Virtual Real- 62

ity validate the visual servoing scheme and yield a general and 63

promising solution. While the method presents some analogies 64
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with inverse kinematics methods, through-the-lens techniques,1

or line of action control, it offers higher levels of control than2

just positions and velocities of joints in the image space.3

Limitations and future works. Currently, our method is limited4

in multiple ways. First, it requires a prior selection of visual5

motion features to be controlled, warping units to activate, or6

magnitude and direction of visual features. Methods to select7

relevant combinations of parameters would improve the practi-8

cal usability of the approach. Inappropriately chosen parame-9

ters can generate unwanted results that are partially filtered out10

by joint limits and stiffness. Additional kinematic filters of mo-11

tion editing (e.g. balancing the center of mass, remaining in12

the human motion manifold, preventing self-collisions) could13

help reduce the negative effects of parameter’s tuning. In ad-14

dition, we only explored a limited set of spatial visual features15

while operators could also perform time warping, and measure16

features over a sliding window rather than on a per-frame ba-17

sis. Directly integrating computational saliency techniques [11]18

closer to visual attention mechanisms could also help to guide19

the warping of animations. Additional saliency biases could be20

added to account for top-down attention mechanisms specific21

to characters (e.g. focus of attention on head, eyes and hand22

movements) to build an attention-driven approach.23

Second, the design of our warping units remains empirical.24

Existing work to automatically define rigging functions [35]25

could improve over our solution. In our case, we could ex-26

plore means to automatically correlate low-level motion vari-27

ables with the variations of visual motion features, with the dif-28

ficulty that these relations depend on the motion performed, the29

desired goal of editing, and the observer’s position.30

At this stage, we also left apart the question of setting the ap-31

propriate levels of visual motion features editing. We partially32

address this question for specific use cases, i.e. the catching-33

attention scenario where the levels are set as if observed from34

an optimal angle, defined during motion capture. Still it remains35

challenging in other situations, in particular in the case of con-36

trolling motion expressivity. By which level a feature should be37

adapted to change the expression of motion? Which parame-38

ters or kinematics limitations enable reaching the desired edit-39

ing levels? A data-driven approach would be relevant to address40

these questions. The difficulty is twofold: one is to gather the41

required amount of data to capture feature level variations with42

corresponding semantics, the other one is to deal with human43

variability in such behaviours.44

In this work, we focus on upper-body motion, with the in-45

tention of control gestures that are salient for non-verbal inter-46

action. However, we believe that the current paradigm, based47

on controlling high-level visual features, can be applied to an48

heterogeneous set of motion synthesis tasks: lower-body mo-49

tion, i.e. steps generation, or action planner, i.e. which hand to50

use in the waving motion, etc. Such synthesis tasks would help51

improve the realism of the interaction.52

In our examples, we explore the warp of a single character.53

Undoubtedly, it is relevant to discuss the case in which multi-54

ple characters are warped simultaneously. Considering a group55

of characters seen from a single point of view, our approach56

would adapt their configuration to optimize a joint set of ap-57

parent visual features for that point of view. In terms of per- 58

formances, this would require the evaluation of variations for 59

each single character, but, as in Section 4.3, the total consump- 60

tion would depend mostly on the total joint number of selected 61

warping units. Rendering would not require additional com- 62

putation. The dual case considers multiple point of views for 63

a single character. Even though this approach is feasible, it 64

would require the management of a compromise between pos- 65

sibly contradicting visual targets. 66

Conclusion. In conclusion, the technique we propose is a view- 67

point dependent motion editing approach that exploits a num- 68

ber of visual features from an external observer’s point of view 69

to drive and warp animations. As a result, this can empower 70

creative artists, but also autonomous characters with means to 71

control the information they convey to an observer. 72
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